Introduction
As new educators join a faculty team with freshly minted doctoral degrees, many toil through trial and error experiences as they trudge toward meeting tenure and then post tenure expectations in teaching, scholarship, and service. The perception is that the research completed during the degree granting process and personal connections set each faculty member up for continued successful research, while observations and opportunities filling in for an advisor prepares each for the teaching role. However, there are numerous faculty who initially fail to meet expectations without additional mentoring and/or training to actualize desired performance levels.
The number of grant writing and teaching workshops has multiplied in recent years to answer the call for more training. 1 These workshops greatly enhance the ability of department leadership to provide the necessary support for new faculty as well as improve the performance of tenured faculty. However, there is not always time to send each and every faculty member to the appropriate workshop. Resources, research schedules, limited workshop seats, and other personal priorities versus the desires of the academic leadership also complicate timely training. This paper focuses on an alternate approach to preparing faculty to be first competent, and hopefully exceptional, teachers.
One of the authors has been a longtime mentor, content provider, and workshop coordinator for the 6-day ASCE ExCEEd (Excellence in Civil Engineering Education) Teaching Workshop. However, the limited number of workshop seats and the (very reasonable) policy to ensure that the available seats impact as many universities as possible can severely limit the ability as an academic leader to make rapid change within an academic unit's teaching dimension. Therefore, other courses of action are sometimes needed to influence more faculty in a shorter time frame. The hope upon arrival at the new school for this long-time ExCEEd mentor and content provider was to require all faculty to attend a 2-day mini-ExCEEd at the beginning of the spring semester. This seems reasonable since every teacher can improve, but the senior leaders (department heads and full professors) felt that their high US News and World Report ranking pointed to their success as teachers and that they did not need the new academic leader requiring something that would basically say he did not think they were good teachers. Obviously an alternate approach was required: an optional bi-weekly presentation/discussion of the ExCEEd Teaching Workshop seminars. However, only sixty percent of the faculty attended approximately fifty percent of the presentations. None opted for peers to sit in their classes to provide feedback on the implementation of new concepts learned from the seminars. So impact was very limited.
The last three years have seen significant change in faculty with nine new faculty being hired. Each was required to attend a mini-ExCEEd workshop (by cohort) prior to their spring semester (which allowed for the use of fall semester experiences to inform discussions). However, time available to expand the experience to include each new faculty member teaching multiple classes in front of peers and receiving assessment from all participants was impossible because of spring teaching schedules and summer research/teaching schedules. Occasional individual assessment opportunities between individual cohort members have been possible, but most observation and teaching mentorship has been limited to department heads and senior faculty (who did not attend or did not attend all of the seminars mentioned above) as part of the tenure process. However, a rarely used practice in some department cultures of full sharing of intellectual property (including course documents, exams, homework, course schedule, and most importantly lesson notes) has resulted in very interesting and promising results that are being presented, analyzed and discussed in this paper.
One of the authors has shared all parts of his ASCE ExCEEd Teaching Model built course, especially his minimized lesson board notes with administrative notes which include physical models and demonstrations, areas to emphasize, etc. with a wide range of faculty (lecturer, nontenured tenure-track assistant professors, and associate professors) who also teach the course. The course, Mechanics of Materials, focuses on the performance of structures and members based on stress and deformations calculations. Additionally this same author has taught the course during the same semester as three of the other authors and provided mentorship when requested (varied) with some of the other authors, and at other times just provided the course material, but still was available to mentor when approached. This paper presents the conditions for each faculty member, the assessment results of the semester using the provided content compared to previous and post semesters and courses, analysis of student comments and specific surveys associated with this project, and faculty reflection on the semester they used the ExCEEd Teaching Model built course notes as well as the impact it has had on their teaching. The data will show that each faculty member experienced an improvement within their student assessments and comments during that semester and subsequent semesters.
The ASCE ExCEEd Teaching Model
The ASCE ExCEEd Teaching Model (Figure 1 ) is largely based on the 40 year teaching training model at the United States Military Academy, West Point, for new Civil and Mechanical Engineering faculty and closely resembles a compilation of best practices from literature on student learning. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The combining of the ExCEEd Teaching Model with a model instructional strategy (Figure 2 ) results in a lesson (course) that provides the minimum structure that a student needs to learn and the type of teacher performance that many students require to achieve excellence.
Figure 1. The ASCE ExCEEd Teaching Model
These two figures are the foundation for the ExCEEd Teaching Workshop where the skills and techniques necessary to fulfill meeting the expectations inherent in these models are presented, discussed, and practiced. The typical ASCE ExCEEd Teaching Workshop (ETW) schedule for the six-day workshop is shown in Figure 3 and is representative of the workshop at different sites (United States Military Academy, University of Arkansas, University of Northern Arizona, University of Texas at Tyler, and Florida Gulf Coast University). The workshop activities can be sub-classified into seminars, demonstration classes, laboratory exercises, and social events. 
Seminars:
The primary course schedule for the ETW contains 13 Seminars which vary in content and were designed to provide theoretical background, teaching hints, organizational structure, and communication techniques. All 24 participants (6 teams) are together but sit with their team members. A brief description of each seminar is offered in Table 1 . The seminars are presentations given by senior ETW faculty and include small group activities and facilitated collaborative discussions. The seminars may vary slightly from year to year and site to site as the workshop always experiments with new content. Additional seminars not shown in Table 1 Demonstration Classes: ExCEEd faculty members teach example engineering classes where the workshop participants are role-playing as students. These demonstration classes are intended to role model exemplary teaching, to illustrate active engagement with students, and to reinforce the methods of teaching covered in the seminars in a realistic classroom environment. Demonstration classes are deliberately spaced at intervals throughout the workshops so that participants can better observe and appreciate different aspects of teaching as the workshop progresses. Afterward, the participants formally assess the class strengths and areas for improvement. Team Building and Social Events: While much of the evening time is spent preparing for the teaching laboratories, ETW also includes social events to promote team-building, collaboration and the sharing of ideas. A key element to the success of the laboratory exercises and the overall workshop is the need for participants to become comfortable with each other and to form wellfunctioning teams. Team-building is fostered early in the workshop through an introductory banquet or picnic (depending on site and weather) with competitive team activities. The mentors also use meals and morning / afternoon snack breaks for team building, reflection time, and discussion. A closing dinner provides participants with an opportunity to interact with others outside of their own teams and to celebrate their achievements after four days of hard work.
Mini-ExCEEd Teaching Workshops:
A Mini-ExCEEd Teaching workshop is a two-day workshop that focuses on presenting two demonstration classes by master teachers and 9-10 seminars (normally Seminars 1-9, 11, Table 1 , occasionally Seminar VII is minimized to only the assessment form presented before demonstration class 2). As can be seen in the typical ExCEEd Teaching Workshop schedule (Figure 3 ), the laboratory exercises, team building, and social events are normally absent due to time constraints. A mini-ExCEEd is designed to provide content at a location where the participants know each other, there are a number of recent ETW graduates or ETW junior/senior mentors available to mentor their colleagues, participants are likely to form cohorts to observe each other's classes and provide assessment, and/or to encourage participants to attend the full six-day workshop. Mentors and assistant mentors at the six-day workshop continually comment on learning something new each time they experience the seminars, so participant attendance at the weeklong ExCEEd Teaching Workshop after a mini-ExCEEd further enhances the assembly of knowledge and understanding of key concepts especially through the practice classes.
Only the lead author has been involved with a six-day ExCEEd workshop; all others have either attended some of the seminars as part of seminars presented over an entire semester or all of the seminars and a demonstration class as part of a mini-ExCEEd (two-day) workshop before the spring semester.
Mechanics of Materials
Mechanics of Materials is a required course in most Civil and Mechanical Engineering programs. The course follows Statics and moves analysis beyond "rigid bodies" to "deformable bodies" to include discussion of stresses and deformation resulting in determination of member/material performance. The course is typically the first focused effort to teach/learn design principles using allowable stress design. Table 2 shows the sequence and list of topics covered in this version of the course during the Spring 2016 semester. Only the dates have changed except for the summer offering by one faculty member where multiple lessons were covered during a single day since the summer semester is only 5 weeks long. The course consists of 3 mid-term exams and a comprehensive exam as well as daily homework and three design problems. The basic structure, sequence, study guide (each lesson outlined with lesson objectives, reading assignment, additional notes beyond the textbook reading assignment, home study problems that are not homework but additional practice with solutions posted to Blackboard, in-class problem sheets focused on key topics each lesson), and final exam were used by each faculty member in this paper.
Course structure begins with course outcomes that result in individual lesson objectives that support the course outcomes. An orientation as to why today's content is important helps reduce content to the absolute minimum and help students connect the dots between the textbook theory and application shown in class examples. Content is enhanced through enthusiastic, passionate written, verbal, and graphical (pictures, free body diagrams, physical models and demonstrations, use of technology) communication that appeals to varied learning styles: active vs. reflective, sensory vs. intuitive, visual vs. verbal, and sequential vs. global. Using students' names when asking thought provoking questions engages each in personalized scaffolding of course content while also assisting in the development of positive rapport between the student and the teacher. Throughout the semester the teacher is assessing student learning through in-class assessment techniques and out-of-class homework (daily homework in this course) and projects.
Participants within the study
Dr. Ron Welch, principal mentor, Full professor, previous Department Head, PhD CE, 40 semesters teaching, taught statics one semester, statics-dynamics one semester, mechanics of materials 11 semesters, statics and mechanics of materials 1 semester, and numerous other CE courses.
Dr. Monika Bubacz, associate professor, PhD ME, taught single course focused on Statics and 30 percent Mechanics of Materials for many semesters, taught Mechanics of Materials during summer 14 using the same content as others, 14th semester teaching, taught other ME courses in advanced materials and composites.
Dr. Kevin Skenes, tenure-track assistant professor, PhD ME, taught Mechanics of Materials, had all previous course materials, taught alone, never taught course before, second semester teaching, teaches other ME courses in manufacturing.
Dr. Tim Mays, associate professor (first semester co-teaching Mechanics of Materials) and then full professor one year later (second co-teaching semester), PhD CE, lead author wrote exams, HW, started with the same board notes with adjustments for personal style, 2 semesters, never taught the course before, 23 and 25th semester teaching, teaching other CE structural courses to include dynamics.
Kaitlin Marley, instructor, MSCE, lead author wrote exams, HW, started with the same board notes with adjustments for personal style, never taught the course before, seventh semester teaching, course taught during Fall 2012. Dr. J. Michael Grayson, tenure-track assistant professor, PhD CE, lead author wrote exams, HW, started with the same board notes with adjustments for personal style, never taught the course before, second semester at this institution and 5th teaching, course taught during Spring 2016 with data to be added at the ASEE National conference. Prior to the fall of 2012, the semester Kaitlin co-taught CIVL 304 with Dr. Welch, she had minimal exposure to the ExCEEd model. Additionally, she had not previously co-taught a course with a senior faculty member by presenting identical content, assignments, and tests. Therefore, the experience served as her first exposure to the ExCEEd model style, completely coordinated co-teaching, and deliberate senior faculty mentoring. The co-teaching team met weekly to discuss the next week's content, why it was taught in the provided order by Dr. Welch, and how to best use physical models and questioning techniques to effectively enhance content presentation. Following her experience with CIVL 304 and concurrent participation in the ASCE ExCEEd mini-workshop, Kaitlin strove to re-focus CIVL 202, CIVL 210, and CIVL 301 in spring, summer, and fall of 2013 before leaving The Citadel to obtain her doctorate (senior leader mentoring motivated her to seek a PhD). Focusing on her personal areas for improvement, she specifically began to:
 provide clear, focused learning objectives to students every lecture,  develop and retain an irreducible minimal set of color-coded board notes,  include a corresponding homework assignment for every lecture due the following class period,  deliberately incorporate content appealing to a variety of learning styles, and  generally increase the use of physical models in lectures. Table 3 contains a summary of Kaitlin Marley's teaching evaluations for each semester taught at The Citadel. Laboratory courses have been omitted in order to focus on lecture courses that receive the greatest impact from experienced mentoring and the ExCEEd model. Table 4 contains a summary of Kaitlin's teaching evaluations by specific question separated into before formal mentoring and introduction to the ExCEEd model (prior to the fall of 2012) and after formal mentoring and familiarization with the ExCEEd model (the fall of 2012 and beyond). Table 4 reveals improvement in nearly every category. Clearly, implementation of the new teaching strategies affected students positively. Two of the questions that degraded, questions 6 and 7, discuss the faculty member's effective use of time. One of the challenges in presenting pre-determined content within an allotted amount of time is ensuring that all content is completely covered. This proved to be the most difficult aspect of implementation of coteaching multiple sections for Kaitlin, and she struggled to cover all required material without class exceeding the designated class period. If Kaitlin had continued to be a lecturer at The Citadel, she would certainly have continued to improve in this area. Question 10 also slightly dropped. This effect can most likely be attributed to the implementation of a new, difficult lifelong learning module in CIVL 210 during the fall of 2013 that reduced overall feedback in that course, as shown in Table 3 . The first attempt to include ExCEEd best practices occurred during the semester after the miniExCEEd workshop (SP13) and included board notes, handouts with lesson objectives, physical models, and a higher degree of contact with students: using students' first names, asking questions throughout the class, reviewing material at the beginning and the end of the lesson. Full inclusion occurred after teaching CIVL 304 (Su14) where the full model was employed and the mini-ExCEEd refresher (before Sp14). Dr. Bubacz visited with Dr. Welch bi-weekly to gain insight on physical models and content.
Examination of
During the first semester at The Citadel Dr. Bubacz gained a better understanding of a cadets' lifestyle and the military college culture. Further adjustments to the course content were made with this type of student in mind. The Citadel cadets are very busy and their daily schedule often leaves only 3-4 hours in the evening to complete homework and study for courses. From Bubacz's experience, more learning must happen in class with additional practice occurring after class to reinforce the key concepts (i.e., daily homework). Therefore, Dr. Bubacz tried to repeat concepts frequently in class by reviewing them on the board and asking stimulating questions.
Dr. Bubacz was then exposed to evening 2+2 students the following semester and gained a deeper understanding of this nontraditional group of students and their study habits. The evening students are transfer students who completed their core courses at community colleges and are often working full time during the day. The content and quality of core knowledge may vary from college to college, and some prior knowledge may be forgotten if taken a long time ago, and a review of basics is usually warranted.
CIVL 202 Statics was taught three semesters in a row to six sections of students: two, one and three sections respectively. During these course offerings the following changes were incorporated:
 new course content that is appropriate for both Civil and Mechanical Engineering students and included as an FE exam topic,  new textbook,  complete instructional materials: board notes, homework problems and solutions sets created outside of textbook to avoid copying from solution manuals  bonus point system related to Supplemental Instruction sessions (tutoring) and reworked test problems  in-class questioning and concept checks for bonus points for volunteers and selected students (often those who need extra credit)  positive rapport with students created by Dr. Bubacz's enthusiasm and interest in each student and progress in the course -the results can be found in Tables 5-7 and Figure 4 .
The teaching of the ExCEEd built course allowed Dr. Bubacz to fully experience the ExCEEd model in action and brought the concepts covered in the mini-ExCEEd to full view. The use of ExCEEd Teaching Workshop best practices Fall 14 and Spring 15 are clearly evident in students' assessment and comments. "Bubacz is a great professor that involves the class in the learning process, effectively challenging us to think on the spot, but also pointing us in the right direction if we are having trouble. Easily approachable for help outside of class as well." Dr. Skenes is a tenure-track assistant professor, ME, who joined The Citadel's School of Engineering at the start of the fall 2014 semester. One of Dr. Skenes' first teaching assignments was Engineering Administration (CIVL 314). CIVL 314 has been a part of the engineering curriculum for some time, and has a well-established course layout which the assistant professor obtained from another faculty member concurrently teaching the course.
The structure of CIVL 314 was very heavily PowerPoint-based, with slides for each lecture. A summary of the course structure can be described as 85% PowerPoint and 15% whiteboard examples. The slide sets contained lecture notes as well as example problems and answers. In an attempt to correct what was perceived as an overuse of PowerPoint, Dr. Skenes removed examples from the slides and committed to working through problems on the whiteboard instead. The faculty member was not familiar with the ExCEEd model of teaching at this time.
Mechanics of Materials (CIVL 304) was assigned to Dr. Skenes for the spring 2015 semester. Prior to the start of the semester, Dr. Skenes attended a mini-ExCEEd teaching workshop. Furthermore, Dr. Welch who taught the ExCEEd workshop provided complete course content from previous semesters of CIVL 304. This course content included a syllabus, lesson notes, homework, exams, design problems, and a study guide. The course was thus predominantly structured around ExCEEd tenets, and could be described as 98% whiteboard notes and 2% PowerPoint. While the senior faculty member was available for questions pertaining to the class throughout the semester, the junior faculty member was encouraged to construct the class independently using the previous semesters as a blueprint. Dr. Bubacz (discussed above) who taught the course summer 2014 had her office next door and was available for content and teaching pedagogical questions (mentoring being passed on).
Students evaluate each professor on a 5-point Likert scale using a standard survey provided by the school at the end of each semester. Evaluations of CIVL 314 and CIVL 304 and Dr. Skenes' teaching style in each class are provided below. Table 8 lists the survey questions asked, while Figure 5 displays the results.
The student evaluations rated Dr. Skenes higher in 11 of 12 categories when teaching CIVL 304 than CIVL 314, while the 12 th category ("My professor communicated the subject material effectively") held steady. This resulted in an average score increase from 4.38 to 4.63. Furthermore, Questions 1 and 5 indicate performance below the average of The Citadel School of Engineering in CIVL 314 which was then improved to above average in CIVL 304. Question 2 ("Many methods are used to involve me in learning") remained the lowest score and slightly below the School of Engineering average, but still increased by 8%. The increase is likely due to the use of physical models and/or videos and more interactive classroom activities. As Dr. Skenes' understanding of the different learning styles increases, this score is expected to rise to meet the institution average. 
Q1
I learned a lot in this course.
Q2
In this course many methods are used to involve me in learning.
Q3
My professor displays a clear understanding of course topics.
Q4
My professor seems well-prepared for class.
Q5
My professor displays enthusiasm when teaching.
Q6
My professor makes good use of examples and illustrations.
Q7
My professor makes effective use of class time.
Q8
My professor effectively challenged me to think. Q9
My professor communicated the subject matter effectively. Q10
When I have a question or comment I know it will be respected. Q11
I would recommend taking a course taught by this professor. Q12 I would enjoy taking another course from this professor. Students were also invited to submit positive comments and/or constructive criticism on the faculty member's teaching style. Representative comments from both classes are listed below in Table 9 . "The upbeat professor and the way he presented the material." Figure 5 and Table 9 indicate that CIVL 304 was a more effective course and was more wellreceived by students. The authors believe this to be the effect of several changes made in teaching style and course structure between the two classes. First, the ExCEEd model encourages structured organization based on learning objectives. This objective-based structure was not present in CIVL 314, but Dr. Skenes made a concerted effort to create objective-oriented lessons in CIVL 304 based on the material provided by Dr. Welch. Second, the lecture model was changed to be more varied and interactive. This increased degree of interaction included physical models and a higher degree of interaction between the professor and the students. These changes were put in place to address the concerns voiced by students after CIVL 314, and were greatly assisted by the ExCEEd workshop and the course materials provided prior to the Spring 2015 semester. Figure 5 and Table 9 indicate that students responded well to the changes in instruction style and ExCEEd model built course.
In the Fall of 2015, Dr. Mays (CE) who teaches Dynamics (CIVL 301) using direct instruction with a track record of very high student evaluation results for this course (4.8/5.0 average for 10 times taught) and three national teaching awards was mentored by Dr. Welch using the ExCEEd model. Previous results of student evaluation surveys (in CIVL 301) for Dr. Mays have shown that the high marks received have been directly related to the faculty member's excellent rapport with the students, unquestioned expertise of the subject matter, and practical experience outside the classroom that is brought into the class on an almost daily basis. On the contrary, student evaluations have not typically mentioned the effective use of the ExCEEd teaching model principal characteristics described earlier in this paper and senior faculty teaching evaluations of Dr. Mays have noted the possible overuse of PowerPoint in course lectures as well as other improvement areas when using direct instruction. As part of this study, Dr. Welch shared his entire Mechanics of Materials (CIVL 304) course content (lesson notes, homework, exams, design problems, syllabus, and study guide) that is built entirely on the ExCEEd model with Dr. Mays so that both sections could be taught by the two CE, senior and mid-term, faculty members using the same notes, assignments, and exams on the exact same schedule. The two met usually weekly to discuss content delivery, homework solutions and grading or exam length.
Dr. Mays taught both CIVL 301 and CIVL 304 in the Fall of 2015 as part of this study (Table  10 ). The senior faculty member taught only CIVL 304. CIVL 301 was taught in the same manner that it has been taught by Dr. Mays the previous 10 times. The basic makeup of the CIVL 301 course can be described as follows: 80 percent PowerPoint based (20 percent whiteboard); partially graded homework due every two weeks; two exams (midterm and final); short chapter based learning objectives; no fixed "per class" schedule (i.e., all material is covered but each chapter is completed whenever it is completed). The basic makeup of the ExCEEd developed CIVL 304 course developed by Dr. Welch can be described as follows: 2 percent PowerPoint based (98 percent whiteboard); fully graded homework due every class; four exams (three mid-term and one final); very detailed chapter based learning objectives tied to each assessed item; fixed "per class" schedule clearly outlined on the course syllabus. Figure 6 presents the results of a student survey given at the end of the Fall 2015 semester in addition to the school-wide survey where the results were nearly identical for Dr. Welch and Dr. Mays. The statements the students responded to are provided in the figure and they were asked to respond using the following indicators: 1 -Strongly Agree; 2 -Agree; 3 -Not Sure; 4 -Disagree; 5 -Strongly Disagree. The questions were purposely selected by the faculty performing this study to restate the previously discussed characteristics of the ExCEEd model using language more familiar to college students. The results of the survey were very clear. In all areas (except for frequency of homework) students preferred the ExCEEd model course (CIVL 304) over CIVL 301. Since all students had Dr. Mays for CIVL 301 and half the students had Dr. Mays and half of the students had Dr. Welch for CIVL 304, the results were separated by CIVL 304 instructor (resulting figure not shown here) and found to be nearly identical. Due to other potential issues, the following three open-ended follow up questions were also asked on the survey:
1. Which class do you feel like you were more prepared for each day? 2. Do you feel like this questionnaire is a fair comparison of the two teaching styles? 3. Are you certain that the fact that the topics in the two courses are very different does not significantly impact your opinions above?
75% of all students indicated that they were more prepared each day for CIVL 304 than CIVL 301. Many of those stated that it was the daily homework which kept them prepared. This is very interesting since the frequency of homework was their only complaint with CIVL 304. Review of the comments suggest that the 75% may have even been higher if student comments such as "I was unprepared for CIVL 304 on several cases since I did not finish the daily homework assignment" are thrown out. The student understanding of "prepared" led some students to conclude that they were more prepared for CIVL 301 than CIVL 304. 90% of all students felt like the survey was a fair comparison of the teaching style used in the classroom and 82% of all students felt that the course topics being different had no significant impact on their opinions stated on the survey. The official course evaluation completed by the students in December 2015 provided similar feedback to Dr. Mays. The numerical evaluations for the two courses were statistically similar and high for both classes. However, personal, anonymous, comments did indicate a possible overuse of PowerPoint (in CIVL 301) and the lack of various methods used to address different learning styles (in CIVL 301) that is naturally part of the CIVL 304 ExCEEd format.
Data Assessment
There have been a number of studies looking at teaching workshops, teaching seminars, teaching and learning centers, outstanding teacher qualities, and teaching mentors. 1, 5, [9] [10] [11] [12] Each study provides best practices or compendiums as guidelines for how a teacher can improve and move toward Lowman's exemplar status 5 . However, none have simply provided a pedagogically designed course to mold the actions of a teacher in the current and motivate them to adjust their practices in future courses.
Kaitlin Marley, lecturer, who was already a good teacher with strong student evaluations, began to fully understand all components of a well-crafted course that assist each student to learn while ensuring the content is covered within the semester. The experience solidified her desire to complete a PhD and become an assistant professor.
Dr. Bubacz, ME associate professor, performed as well as past courses she had taught before even when teaching the ExCEEd built course for the first time and it being taught in the evening during a shortened summer session. More importantly, experiencing an ExCEEd built course (applying all pedagogical aspects within the ExCEEd model) first hand highlighted the ExCEEd Teaching Model seminar content which resulted in dramatic student evaluation scores the next offering of a previously taught course. The same results are seen in the offerings of other ME courses over the same time period when ME courses were being built and taught for the first time (program started in fall 2014).
Dr. Skenes, ME assistant professor, experienced incredible student evaluations (8% increase) the next semester by simply using an ExCEEd teaching model built course after a mini-ExCEEd prior to the semester. Similar results are observed in the offerings of ME courses being built and offered for the first time (program started in fall 2014).
Dr. Mays, now CE full professor, who was teaching the same sub-set of students during the same semester in a course he had taught ten previous times observed similar student evaluations and dramatic input through a separate survey of student perceptions and grades completed at the end of the semester. The results of this survey were so convincing that Dr. Mays has begun to convert all future courses using the ExCEEd Teaching Model. Even though he has consistently received some of the highest student evaluations within his department (a great teacher already), the survey results pointed to a movement of the learning needle for his students if he adjusted his teaching style and content presentation based on the ExCEEd model. Each faculty member was at a different level of experience and rank in their career and the use of a pedagogically built course using the ExCEEd Teaching Model displayed immediate positive results during that semester and successive semesters. The use of an ExCEEd built course allowed the content seen in the mini-ExCEEd seminars to be experienced firsthand by executing the prepared course and the positive results felt through students observed learning and student perceptions delivered through end-of-course evaluations. This active content engagement is powerful in comparison to attending and hoping faculty take the time to adjust their future courses, usually one small change at a time, based on the best practices that are presented in a teaching workshop or seminar. This methodology is similar to what faculty try to accomplish through in-class examples followed by homework with multiple opportunities to practice the presented and practices skills in class. Teaching the course built around the ExCEEd model has the faculty member fully experiencing the model and seeing the impact through the enhanced student learning as well as student evaluations.
Many programs around the country simply assign a (new) faculty to a course and provide a syllabus and sometimes an associated textbook. If the best teachers shared their pedagogically built courses with other faculty (new and mature) who have learned about best practices, rapid improvements in teaching might be possible and might lead to improvements in other courses taught by these same faculty. Unfortunately, many faculty feel their course is their own intellectual property that cannot be shared. In fact, most have built their courses while being employed by the university, so sharing should not be seen as an infringement on intellectual property. Additionally, senior faculty leadership should relish the role of mentoring other faculty to improve teaching which results in better retention and better prepared students for follow-on courses and the work place. This paper demonstrates how a pedagogically built course (built using the ExCEEd teaching model) that is simply shared with other faculty can dramatically improve the quality of teaching in the current as well as future semesters. Exemplars happily share course content with new faculty when teaching for the first time. Just like their students, they teach/guide all to reach their potential.
Future Research
The faculty are studying the time it takes to convert their other courses to fully embrace the ExCEEd Teaching model and the impact their ExCEEd Teaching Model based courses will have on other faculty when they share their built courses. A refinement of the student end-of-course assessment will allow a deeper dive into what portions of the ExCEEd model have the greatest and most rapid impact on student learning and perceptions about the course, the teacher, and learning.
